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Beautiful Content
on any screen
Play Digital Signage is the most cost effective and robust
cloud based content management service available. Log in
from anywhere to easily manage your players and content.
From a single player in your office, to players all across
the world, Play Digital Signage makes it easy to keep your
screens updated and relevant. With the most advanced
digital signage editor on the web and many more powerful
features, you won’t need anything else to make things
happen.
Import, design and publish content with ease. Add text,
shapes, images, videos, websites and much more.

Just as easy, no matter the platform.
Design beautiful content with Play Signages editor, group
screens and schedule content on any supported device.
Plast software is the most intuitive digital signage software
in the world!
It is extremly easy to use - we offer a ton of features
for free, there are no licenses and you can choose your
platform and your hardware.

This is digital signage in the cloud - made easy, smart and
delicious for you.
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Features

Teams

Zones

With help of Teams Feature, you can invite your colleagues to your
Play Digital Signage team and let them manage your screens, playlists
and more.

With help of Teams Feature, you can invite your colleagues to your
Play Digital Signage team and let them manage your screens, playlists
and more.

Automatic Conversion

Alerts

You won’t need other software to get your files in. No matter what
image, video or rich text formats you have,chances are that we’ll be
able to convert them.

Get notified by e-mail when your screens go offline. Add as many
notification recipients as you’d like!
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Features

Scheduling

Grouping

Your content schduling was never easier to set up. Show meeting
times in the morning, canteen menu for lunch and a video of your
latest product in the evening.

You won’t need other software to get your files in. No matter what
image, video or rich text formats you have, chances are that we’ll be
able to convert them.

Royalty free content

Animation

With animations your content comes life. Apply rotate, zoom, fade
or any other effects to slide elements: it’s all smooth and stylish. Just
bring your creativity, our editor will do the rest.

With animations your content comes life. Apply rotate, zoom, fade or
any other effects to slide elements: it’s all smooth and stylish. Justbring
your creativity, our editor will do the rest.
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Features

Custom Fonts

Template design

Two Factor Authentication

Plugins

Your content schduling was never easier to set up. Show meeting
times in the morning, canteen menu for lunch and a video of your
latest product in the evening.

It adds an extra layer of security when you log in at playsignage.com.
The first layer of security is your username and password. Adding
one more step of authenticating your identity makes it harder for an
attacker to access your data.
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You won’t need other software to get your files in. No matter what
image, video or rich text formats you have, chances are that we’ll be
able to convert them.

With animations your content comes life. Apply rotate, zoom, fade or
any other effects to slide elements: it’s all smooth and stylish. Justbring
your creativity, our editor will do the rest.
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Players

Use Play Digital Signage Anywhere
Play supports many digital signage players. Almost any hardware can be used as a digital signage player – the real challenge is finding one that fit
your needs. In this page, you’ll find some of the player devices that we recommend and sell at Activate The Space .

Amazon Fire Stick 4k

The Amazon Firestick 4K
is a very affordable, higher
powered, media player that
can be easily installed and
connected to a wireless
network or a direct ethernet
connection via an optional
adapter. The Amazon Firestick
4K is a good option for 4K
video, advanced layouts
and webpages, but not
recommended for portrait full
screen video.

ATS Android 4K

ATS Windows 10 - 4K

This affordable Android based
player is great for running 4k
content, running portrait or
landscape. It’s hard to beat the
price point if you’re looking for
a player with more power. Rest
assured this player will run 24X7.

ATS Windows 10-4K is a great
Windows based media player.
If your company already has
Windows in place, this player
is a great option for all types of
signage. Equipped with an Intel
Celeron processor, dual display
outputs (HDMI or DisplayPort),
USB 2.0 and 3.0 and wall plate
mount, this ultra-small form
factor media player is a solid
choice.

Mac Mini i5

Does your company like to use
Mac OS?. The Mac Mini i5 runs
perfect for most digital signage
projects. The Mac Mini has access
to all of the Mac OS features that
you already know; like restart and
sleep timers, security and privacy
settings, Timemachine backups
and more. Hook up a keyboard
and mouse for easy on-site
troubleshooting.

Our player is compatible with all major operating systems. No matter what hardware you choose, you’ll be able to use our software.
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